Changes in the iliac crest-lumbar relationship from standing to prone.
It is known that positioning patients on the Jackson and Andrews operative tables causes changes in lumbar lordosis and pelvic rotation. However, it is unknown if the relationship between the iliac crest and underlying lumbar levels, in particular the L4-L5 interspace, changes from standing to prone on these tables. To assess the changes in the relationship between the iliac crests and lumbar spinal levels from standing to prone on two different operative positions using the Jackson and Andrews frames. Comparative analysis of iliac crest position relative to spinal levels in the preoperative standing position and while positioned on the Jackson and Andrews frames. 48 randomly selected patients who underwent spinal surgery on either the Jackson or Andrews frame. Imaging. Comparative measurements were made of the preoperative and intraoperative plain lateral lumbar radiographs. The location of the superior border of the iliac crest relative to the L4 lumbar spine level was compared between radiographs. Preoperatively, the iliac crest aligned with L4/L4-L5 spinal level in 79.2% of the 48 patients compared with 85.5% of intraoperative cases (p=.59). Intraoperative iliac crest level aligned with the L4/L4-L5 level in 80.8% and 90.9% of the patients on the Andrews and Jackson tables respectively (p=.43). Thirty-four patients (70.8%) demonstrated no change in iliac crest alignment between intraoperative and preoperative radiographs. There was a trend for the iliac crest to shift cephalad with operative positioning. Approximately 30% of patients demonstrated changes in the relationship between the iliac crest and lumbar levels between standing and positioning prone. The intraoperative position of the iliac crest aligned more accurately with the L4/L4-L5 spine level on the Jackson and Andrews frame compared with preoperative standing radiographs respectively. Further biomechanical studies should investigate the implication for lumbopelvic fixation.